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SUMMARY
A method by which known bow-wave profiles may be analyzed to give
the flow fields around blunt-nosed cylinders in axial hypersonic flow is
presented. In the method, the assumption is made that the pressure dis-
tribution curve in a transverse plane is similar to that given by blast-
wave theory. Numerical analysis based on the one-dimensional energy and
continuity equations then leads to distributions of all the flow variables
in the cross section, for either a perfect gas or a real gas. The entire
flow field need not be solved. Attention can be confined to any desired
station.
The critical question is the validity of the above assumption. It
is tested for the case of a hemisphere cylinder in flight at 20,000 ft/sec.
The flow is analyzed for three stations along the cylindrical afterbody,
and found to compare very closely with the results of an exact (inviscid)
solution. The assumed form of the pressure distribution occurs at stations
as close as 1.2 diameters to the body nose. However, it is suggested that
the assumption may not apply this far forward in general, particularly
when bodies of nonsmooth contour are considered.
INTRODUCTION
A blunt-nosed body flying at hypersonic speed creates an appreciable
downstream disturbance, confined within the bow wave. The disturbance is
detectable as a change in the distributions of air pressure, density, and
temperature, as well as velocity. These downstream conditions have been
calculated by blast-wave theory (e.g., ref. i), and by numerical solution
of the inviscid flow equations (e.g., refs. 2 and 3). Blast-wave theory
gives the trends and principal features of the flow, but it does not give
the details with sufficient accuracy for most purposes. The more exact
theory is difficult to apply, but with the aid of modern electronic
computers, it has been successfully used in a few instances.
2This paper is concerned with a method of calculating the downstream
flow field, given the bow-waveprofile. The method is approximate in
one respect; the assumption is madethat the pressure distribution in a
plane normal to the body axis is similar to that given by blast-wave
theory. While this assumption is not directly confirmed by any previously
available evidence, it appears reasonable from the following argument.
The blast-wave theory gives the correct form of the equation for the bow-
wave profile, requiring only an adjustment of the coefficients in the
equation to fit observed waveprofiles (see, e.g., ref. 4). Similarly,
the trend of variation of body-surface static pressure with Machnumber
and drag coefficient are correctly given by the theory. Hence, it is
reasonable to assumethat the pressure profile in a transverse plane,
which is, in fact_ the primary concern of cy3indrical blast-wave theory,
is of the correct form. Whenthis assumptior_is made, the numerical
analysis is greatly simplified for the case cf either a perfect gas or a
real gas.
The method of analysis is similar to on_ described by Maslen and
Moeckel, reference 5, but differs in someimportant respects. For example,
the pressure distribution assumption described above is not madeby Maslen
and Moeckel. Also, in their case, the body-surface pressure distribution
must be known, whereas in the present case i_ is considered to be unknown.
In addition, they are concerned with the nose region of blunt-nosed bodies
rather that the downstreamregion. It has nct been demonstrated that their
procedure can be directly applied in the dowrstream region. The require-
ment of the present method that the bow-waveprofile be known is not unduly
restrictive because there are so manyexperinental profiles available
(shadowgraphpictures). For cases where the bow-waveprofile is not
available from experiments, reference maybe madeto correlations of bow-
wave profiles, such as that given in reference 6. These correlations,
while imperfect, permit a good first approxination to be madeto the bow-
wave profiles, which should, in turn, lead tca good first approximation
of conditions in the disturbed flow field.
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SYMBOLS
d cylinder diameter, ft
h enthalpy, Btu/ib
p static pressure, ib/sq ft
r radial coordinate, zero at body axis, ft
T static temperature, OR
u local flow velocity relative to body, ft/sec
x coordinate along body axis, zero at wave apex unless otherwise
noted, ft
air density, slugs/cu ft
angle between local stream direction and body axis, deg
Subscripts
A
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9
3
b at body
BW blast wave
i number of zone boundary
s at shock wave
in free stream
METHOD 0FANALYSIS
The schematic sketch below shows the flow field under consideration
and a typical streamline. The shock-wave coordinates are assumed to be
known. The flow along the streamline downstream of the bow shock wave is
I
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4assumed to be isentropic. Since there is no mass flow across the stream-
line, the equation of continuity in integral form can be applied at flow
station I and in the free stream to yield
(rsi_ 2 _ ri/rb <_= 2 p u :" d
\rb/ _.l. Poo uoo rb
(l)
where rs. is the radius at which the streanline crossed the shock wave,
1
and the integration is to be performed in the flow cross section I.
A solution is sought which will satisfy equation (i) at all points
and particularly at the point m. The procedure is iterative. In the
first approximation, an arbitrary but reasonable value of static pressure
at the body surface is assumed. The static pressure behind the shock wave
at point m is computed from the wave slope by use of the oblique shock
wave relations for a real gas. The pressure distribution curve between
its end points is assumed to be similar to that given by blast-wave theory,
shown in figure i, with pressure at radius r, p(r), given by
Ps - _b L Ps - _ _w
The entropy at the points b, i, 2, 3, ., m can be obtained from
real-gas shock-wave tables (ref. 7) and air-property tables (ref. 8) pro-
vided that the location of the points rsb, rsz, rs2, ., rsm can be
determined. The latter values are given by e_uation (i). Given the
distributions of static pressure and entropy, one can, of course, determine
any of the other state properties of the gas in the flow field.
The sequence of steps in the iteration is as follows: The solution
begins at the body-surface point b. The entropy for the streamline
through this point is known since rsb = O. From the static pressure and
the entropy, the density and enthalpy are obtzined from gas tables. The
velocity at the body surface (ignoring the bomudary layer) is computed
from the energy equation
u2 u_2 (3)
h +-_-= h +-7-
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The body-surface values of density and velocity are applied in the zone
b-1 to obtain a first approximation to rsl. The entropy on the stream-
line through point 1 is calculated and used with the static pressure, gas
tables, and equation (3) to obtain density and velocity at point 1. Mean
values for the zone b-1 are then applied in e,luation (1) to improve the
value of rsl.
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When conditions at point i have converged, the process is repeated
for point 2. Iterations are performed to define conditions at point 2.
In this way, the solution proceeds toward point m.
In the first approximation, it will usually be found that equation
(i) is not satisfied at point m. This means that for the assumed value
of body-surface pressure, continuity is not satisfied. A new value of
body-surface pressure is therefore chosen, guided by the direction and
magnitude of the mass-flow unbalance, and the calculation repeated.
Normally, no more than three repetitions of the process should be required
to find a body-surface pressure which will satisfy continuity.
The number of zones needed to represent properly the air-flow profiles
need not ordinarily exceed i0. The integrations through the zones can be
performed graphically or by use of arithmetic mean values of density and
velocity, which leads to the equation,
F ri+1 ipur dr = _ -p-u(ri+l 2 - ri2)
r i
(4)
or by assuming linear variation of the properties through the zone,
F I ] ri+12(2ri+A' - 3ri) + ris
ri+ipur dr = (PU)i+ 1 - (PU)i 6(ri+l
_r. - ri)
1
2
ri+l - ri2 (5)+ (Pu)i 2
Graphical integration, by allowing for curvature in the pu profiles, is
the most accurate when fairly large zone thicknesses are to be employed.
The above procedure requires about one or two man-days to produce a
flow cross section by hand computation.
It should be noted that the factor cos Y, where Y is the stream
angle, has been omitted from equation (i), amounting to an assumption that
cos Y = i. This should not significantly impair accuracy for downstream
flow stations for the following reasons: Near the body surface, Y is in
fact zero. At the shock wave, there is a small region where cos Y may
take values of the order of 0.9 (Y = 26o). Thus, the effect on the
complete integral will be small. It is of some interest to note that this
error could be eliminated by additional iterations after the streamline
patterns are defined.
COMPARISONWITHEXACTTHEORY
Solutions by the above technique should agree with more exact theory
provided that the assumption represented in equation (2) is accurate. To
test the agreement, comparison wasmadefor several axial stations along
a hemisphere cylinder at a flight speed of 20,DO0ft/sec, and an altitude
of 175,000 feet. A solution for this case was madeavailable to the
authors by the General Electric Company. It was obtained by the method
of reference 2, which is a numerical solution of the complete inviscid
equations for a real gas.
In order to makethe comparison under similar constraints, the shock
shape obtained from the General Electric solution was employed (approxi-
mately) in the present analysis. The profile of this shock wave is shown
plotted on logarithmic coordinates in figure 2. The points are taken from
the exact solution, and the fairing is a straight line that fits the data
very well at x/d > 0.7. The straight line represents the shock wave
assumedfor the present solution and its equation is given in the figure.
The pressure distributions obtained are comparedin figure 3 with
those calculated by the method of reference 2 _or three body stations.
It can be noted that the distributions and magnitudes of the pressures are
well predicted by the present methodand thus assumption of equation (2)
is well justified for hemisphere cylinders. _e density, temperature, and
velocity distributions calculated at these samethree stations by the two
methods are compared in figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Generally, the
sameorder of agreement is obtained as in the case of the pressure distri-
butions. The degree to which the two solution_ for temperature profile
possess the sameundulations in profile is perhaps noteworthy. Also of
interest is the high static temperature calculated to occur in the air
which has passed through the strong sections o_ the bow wave.
Although not shownherein, the solution for a hemisphere cylinder
reported in reference 3 was also comparedto the distributions shownin
figures 3 through 6. The conditions of speed and altitude are slightly
different so that quantitative comparison is n,_t possible, but the trends
and curve shapes are entirely similar.
It was surprising to the authors to find _;hat the assumption of equa-
tion (2) appeared to hold at the body station [_.2 diameters from the nose.
It is usually said that the blast-wave theory does not have meaning in the
region too close to the nose, but in the case of the hemisphere cylinder,
it agrees with the shape of the pressure distr2bution curves rather far
forward. It should probably be expected that for someother nose shapes,
particularly those having discontinuities in slope, somewhatgreater
distances downstreamwould be required to develop pressure distributions
of the blast-wave form.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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When the bow-wave profile associated with a blunt-nosed cylinder in
axial hypersonic flight is known, either from experiment or from correla-
tions of experimental bow waves, the method of analysis described above
can be applied to obtain a description of the enclosed flow field in the
downstream region. The results will be valid, provided that the pressure
distribution in the flow-field cross section has developed to the form
indicated by cylindrical blast-wave theory. In the case of the hemisphere
cylinder at a flight speed of 20,000 ft/sec_ this condition occurs at
stations as far forward as 1.2 diameters behind the stagnation point, and
the results of the analysis compare very closely with those given by more
exact theory. For bodies with discontinuities in slope_ it can be antici-
pated that somewhat larger distances downstream of the nose will be
required for the pressure profiles to attain the assumed form.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, C_lif., Sept. 27, 1961
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Figure i.- Distribution of static pressure inside a cylindrical shock
wave according to reference 1.
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Figure 2.- Analytical approximation to shock-_ve profile given by exact
theory.
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Figure 5.- Comparison of calculated temperature profiles for real-gas
flow over a hemisphere cylinder.
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Figure 6,- Comparison of calculated velocity profiles for real-gas flow
over a hemisphere cylinder.
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